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0 of 0 review helpful Cool By mark kimmerling This book helped me psychologically recover Meant alot coming 
from a rider and professional So much advice from others even fellow riders that say dont ride again its too dangerous 
0 of 0 review helpful good book By Dan Sweeney this book would be good for ANY motorcycle rider its not too long 
and offers insight useful Whether you were involved in a motorcycle accident or you are experiencing indirect trauma 
due to the accident of a loved one this book is for you nbsp Motorcycle enthusiasts will enjoy learning about what 
makes them live to ride and ride to live Back in the Saddle Again is also a useful tool for mental health professionals 
treating individuals who were in a motorcycle accident I highly recommend this book based on my own personal 
experiences as a caregiver to a severely injured rider Sasha Mullins Author of Biker Lady living and riding free The 
articulate manner of Brenda s writing expres 
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